WW-241 10 FRAME
WINTERING INNER COVER
Our ten-frame Wintering Inner Cover is designed to allow winter feeding of candy boards in colder
temperatures and feeding using a Mason jar in warmer weather.
To use this cover year-round, use it shallow side down for normal bee spacing and feeding in warm weather.
A notch is provided in the cover’s frame that can be used for ventilation or an extra entrance. If warm
weather feeding is necessary, attach a Mason jar (not included) to the metal lid (included) and put an empty
super over the jar, followed by the telescoping cover. It is imperative when feeding in this manner that the
jar is completely full when it is turned upside down, and that the lid is on securely to prevent leaking.
The production of a candy board is done in the wintering inner cover itself. To make candy for one Wintering
Inner Cover, place Wintering Inner Cover deep side up on a protected table or counter top. Attach a Mason
jar to the metal lid and insert lid into the center hole of the cover. Bring one US pint (16 US Fluid Oz.
or 473.18ml) water to a boil in a large pot. Add 5 lbs. (2.27 kg) granulated sugar and heat until a candy
thermometer reads 240°F (115.56°C) while stirring often with a long wooden spoon to prevent burns.
Remove from the heat and allow mixture to cool slightly to around 195°F (90.56° C). Pour the mixture
into the deep side of the Wintering inner Cover. Pieces of pollen substitute patty (Ultra Bee Patties or BeePro Patties) can be placed on the cover for added nutrition before pouring the sugar mixture. The candy
hardens quickly so you will need to work fast. Before candy is totally set, remove jar and lid. Once candy
is set, place candy side down on the hive for over-winter consumption. Moisture from the hive will soften
the candy, making it easy for the bees to consume.

70 G White Metal Lid
(attach your mason jar for syrup feeding).
t

Remove the cap plug for ventilation and an
upper entrance in the winter.
t
t

Notched for an upper entrance and
ventilation in warm weather.
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Replacement Parts Item Number
Parts Included
52-241
10 Frame Wintering Inner Cover
FD-148
Cap Plug Mini Yellow
FD-241
70G White Metal Lid Punched
WW-240
Insulation Board (Optional)

Quantity Included
1
1
1
-

OPTIONAL WW-240 INSULATION INSERT
(Available Separately)

For WW-241 10 Frame Wintering Inner Cover
t

Insulation placed inside the Wintering Inner Cover.

Notched for increased ventilation.
Line up notch with round entrance hole.
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